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Aloe Vera
 Company
The 

At Forever, we take immense pride in being 
the largest grower and manufacturer of 
aloe vera products in the world. Every leaf 
is hand-harvested and processed within 
hours to ensure the freshest aloe vera, just 
as nature intended, from plant to product 
to you. 

For more than 42 years, we’ve stayed 
committed to maintaining the highest level 
of purity in our products while keeping an 
eye on innovation for the future.  Today 
you’ll find us at the intersection of nature 
and science, where powerful ingredients 
and technological advancements are 
combined with pure aloe vera to enhance 
its timeless benefits.

Our business is built on doing things the 
right way. We own our own manufacturing 

and distribution channels so we can 
control cost and quality through every 
step of the process. Our products were 
the first to receive certification from the 
International Aloe Science Council for 
potency and purity. We never test our 
products on animals and many of our 
products are Kosher and Halal certified.

We’re so confident you’ll love our products 
that we offer customers a 30-day money 
back guarantee.

Millions of people in over 160 countries 
have experienced the incredible benefits of 
Forever’s products. Now it’s your turn.

For more information about  
how our aloe vera products  
are made, visit foreverliving.com

LOOK BETTER. FEEL BETTER.®
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the

of aloe vera
100% aseptically produced with no added 
preservatives, Forever Aloe Vera Gel® 
supports your digestive system, promotes  
a healthy immune system, supports nutrient 
absorption and helps maintain natural 
energy levels. 

Just as nature intended.
+ Up to 99.7% Inner Leaf Aloe Vera

+ No Added Preservatives

+ Sugar Free

+ Rich in Vitamin C

+ Gluten Free

DRINKS

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

DRINKS
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FOREVER ALOE VERA GEL®

The first product to receive certification by the 

International Aloe Science Council for purity, our 

Aloe gel supports your digestive system and helps 

nutrient absorption. We lovingly extract the potent 

pulp and liquid through a patented and perfected 

process so you can experience the power of nature.

  015 1 LITER.  

FOREVER ALOE BERRY NECTAR®

A burst of cranberries and sweet apples provides a naturally 
derived, sweet yet tangy flavor. Cranberry’s antioxidant power 
has been shown to be 20 times higher than that of vitamin 
C and has proanthocyanidines that provide urinary health 
protection. Apple’s special phytonutrient, quercetin is another 
powerful antioxidant that helps to make Forever Aloe Berry 
Nectar® a powerful choice.

 034 1 LITER .

112.70 SAR

169.05 SAR
*Inclusive of 15% VAT and sweetener tax

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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FOREVER LITE ULTRA® 
WITH AMINOTEIN®

Naturally flavored, plant powered protein in both delicious vanilla 

and chocolate flavors. A simple shake for breakfast or dinner will 

provide you with 18 vital vitamins and minerals. This easy, low carb, 

shake mix features Aminotein®, a patented enzyme system. With 17 

grams of protein per serving, this tasty shake will shake up your diet 

and lifestyle. Contains Soy.

470 | Vanilla      471 | Chocolate

 470-471  375 G 

17 GRAMS  
OF PROTEIN 
PER SERVING

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

205.28 SAR
*Inclusive of 15% VAT and sweetener tax

WEIGHT  
MANAGEMENT
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Achieve your 

personal be
st

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

FOREVER FIBER®

Easily add additional fiber to your diet with our convenient packets 

featuring three types of fiber—including fructooligosaccharides (FOS), 

which is also a prebiotic. This mild tasting, quick dissolving powder 

effortlessly adds 5 grams of fiber - the equivalent of around 2 slices of 

whole wheat toast - to any drink or food. Fiber supports cardiovascular 

function, digestive health, weight management and immune function. 

 464 30 X 6.1 G PACKETS.

128.80 SAR
*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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Opportunity Delicious 
Gold 

and

FOREVER BEE HONEY®

Since ancient times, honey has been revered for its healthy and 

nutritional properties. This complex nectar is not only sweet, but 

good for you! Consider it a gift from our bees to you. Enjoy it as a 

natural energy source, use with our Aloe Blossom Herbal Tea®, or 

simply enjoy with a spoon—the choice is up to you!

 207 500 G 

ONE TABLESPOON 
OF HONEY IS  
ABOUT 70 CALORIES 
AND HAS  
NO FAT OR 
PRESERVATIVES

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

75.04 SAR
*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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Forever 
Opportunity

FOREVER FAVORITES PAK® 
A great  pack to ensure you get the favorite forever products. This pack has combined 

the top selling favorite products that we are sure you will be able to consume and 

share with others. Topped off with some product brochures, this can be the ultimate 

sales tool in helping others discover all that Forever Living has to offer.

 999 CONTENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE .

Touch of Forever Combo Pak includes: 

6 Forever Aloe Vera Gel®

6 Aloe Bright Toothgel®

5 Aloe Evershield Deodorant
5 Forever Aloe lips™
5 Avocado Face & Body Soap
5 Aloe Vera Gelly
3 Forever Bee Honey®

3 Aloe Propolis creme

Forever Favorites Combo Box
Product Brochure English & Arabic 
FSTM English & Arabic 
Forever Mug & Pen 
Retail Order Form 
Company Policy English & Arabic

1982.31 SAR 

Delicious 
*Inclusive of 15% VAT

9
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These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

FOREVER MINI BEAUTY PAK®

The ultimate beauty pack coming to you with a new feel & look. 

Forever's latest skincare & personal care products that have been 

combined in a box to ensure you benefit from our latest creation. 

Product brochures are included to help recipients learn more about 

the amazing products they’re about to experience.

 994 CONTENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

991.01 SAR 

Mini Beauty Pak includes:  
Sonya daily skincare System 
Forever Aloe Lips 
Alpha-E Factor 
Awakening eye Cream 
Aloe Hand Soap 
Aloe Jojoba Shampoo 
Aloe Jojoba Conditioning Rinse 
Aloe Propolis Creme 

Aloe Sunscreen 
Aloe Vera Gelly 
Forerver Bright Toothgel

Mini Beauty Box  2019
Product Brochure English 

A TOUCH OF FOREVER® 
MINI COMBO PAK - PERSONAL CARE

A crafted selection that includes some of our most popular Skin care items in full size. 
This pak will introduce anyone to the incredible, Aloe-rich, skin enhancing products 
we’ve created. Product brochures are included to help recipients learn more about the 
amazing products they’re about to experience.

 076 CONTENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

Mini Touch of Forever includes: 
Forever Aloe lipsTM

Aloe Bright® Toothgel
Aloe Hand & Face Soap
Aloe Moisturizing Lotion
Aloe Heat Lotion
Forever Aloe Styling Gel
Forever Aloe Scrub
Aloe Jojoba shampoo
Aloe Jojoba Conditioning Rinse

15 DIFFERENT 
PRODUCTS TO 
EXPAND YOUR 
KNOWLEDGE 
AND SALES 

Avocado Face & Body Soap
Aloe Fleur de Jovence
Mini TOF Box  2015
Company Policy - English New
Retail Order Form - Small
FBO Application Form -Barcoded
FLP Product Brochure English
FLP Product Brochure Arabic
Company Policy-Arabic.

991.01 SAR 

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

10
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These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

A TOUCH OF FOREVER® COMBO PAK

A great introduction to the scope and breadth of Forever 

Living’s line of products. For those wanting to try both 

nutritional and personal care products this pak gives them a 

full scope of our wide range. Topped off with some product 

brochures, this can be the ultimate sales tool in helping others 

discover all that Forever Living has to offer.

 001  Contents are subject to change 

Touch of Forever Combo Pak includes: 
Forever Aloe Vera Gel®

Aloe Bath Gelée®

Forever Aloe lips™
Aloe Bright® Toothgel
Aloe Berry Nectar®

Aloe First® Spray
Aloe Propolis crème
Aloe Vera Gelly
Aloe Lotion
Aloe Moisturizing Lotion
Aloe Heat Lotion
Gentleman's Pride®

Aloe Eye Makeup Remover®

Forever Bee Honey®

25th Edition - Women
25th Edition - Men
Forever Aloe Scrub
Avocado Face & Body Soap
Forever Fiber® 
Forever Lite Ultra® - Vanilla
Aloe Jojoba shampoo
Aloe Jojoba Conditioning Rinse
Aloe Hand Soap

TOF Combo Box
Product Brochure-English
Product Brochure-Arabic

AN OPPORTUNITY TO FIT  
YOUR GOALS AND LIFESTYLE 
Do you love using Forever products? 
Turn it into an opportunity by sharing your 
favorite products with others. 
Whether you are looking to earn a little extra, qualify for great 
incentives or attend events all over the world, these starter  
packages are a perfect introduction to building a Forever  
business. Join thousands of Forever Business Owners all over 
the world who are building something special on their own terms. 

START YOUR  
JOURNEY TODAY AT:

https://foreverliving.com/sau/
en-US/welcome

1982.31 SAR 
*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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daily skincare

Sonya®  
refreshing gel cleanser
Move over traditional cleansers. Sonya® refreshing gel cleanser 

features our aloe gel, plus moisturizing agents like desert date oil 

and cold pressed Baobab oil, leaving skin feeling soothed and 

moisturized. Rich antioxidants like apple amino acids support 

combination skin while natural cleanser, Acacia concinna fruit extract 

helps remove dead cell build-up, dirt and makeup for a thorough and 

gentle clean.

 605   118 ML 

Sonya®  
soothing gel moisturizer
Filled with lush botanicals and powerful ingredients, Sonya® soothing 

gel moisturizer breaks down into a hydra-infused carrier to leave you 

with a moist and dewy complexion. With a combination of over 10 

natural plant extracts, oils and beta-glucan extracted from mushrooms 

plus hydrolyzed collagen and apple fruit extract, this formula provides 

powerful soothing and moisturizing for combination skin. 

 608 59 ML.

Sonya®  
illuminating gel
Restore skin’s natural brilliance and give your skin a natural glow 

with Sonya® illuminating gel. Encapsulated peptides in our quick 

absorbing gel help deliver the latest skin technology to even skin’s 

overall appearance and a combination of five Asian botanicals, including 

licorice root, even and brighten the appearance of overall skin tone 

leaving you with a soft, smooth complexion and a healthy glow. 

 606  28.3 G 

Sonya®  
refining gel mask
Give new meaning to the term “beauty sleep.” Scientifically 

formulated to optimize the way your skin functions at night, Sonya® 

refining gel mask supports balance by controlling oil and brightening 

the appearance of skin. With a bounty of botanicals, fruit extracts 

and moisturizers, you’ll wake up with skin that looks brighter, 

younger and more balanced. 

 607  59 ML.

Sonya®  
daily skincare system
Combination skin has met its match. Made specifically for 

combination skin, which can fluctuate and vary greatly, the 

Sonya® daily skincare system features a high concentration of 

aloe and other moisturizing botanicals. 

Nature meets science with a revolutionary gel-based technology 

that helps to deliver the benefits of Aloe where your skin needs 

them most with a light texture that leaves you feeling refreshed 

and rejuvenated.

Sonya® daily skincare system Includes:

(1) Sonya® refreshing gel cleanser, (1) Sonya® illuminating gel,

(1) Sonya® refining gel mask and (1) Sonya® soothing gel moisturizer.

 609 4 PRODUCTS.  

352.76 SAR

101.78 SAR

97.18 SAR

101.78 SAR 110.98 SAR

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT*Inclusive of 15% VAT

SKINCARE

12
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Skin that is sometimes oily, sometimes 
flaky or dry is referred to as combination 
skin. Sonya® daily skincare system can 
help your skin stay smooth, hydrated and 
comfortable all year long.  

Did you know?

A
for
routine everyone
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aloe bio-cellulose mask
Splash into the next generation of skincare with Forever’s super-

hydrating aloe bio-cellulose mask. This groundbreaking formula 

combines the power of aloe with seagrass and a moisturizing serum 

for a truly innovative face mask that delivers nutrients deep into your 

skin. The result is soft, hydrated and radiant skin with a stunning 

glow. 

 616  25G X 5 MASKS.  

aloe activator 
Aloe activator is a unique moisturizer in liquid form featuring over 

98% aloe vera gel. This simple formula uses the power of aloe 

to leave skin feeling refreshed and soothed from the moment it 

touches your face. The high concentration of aloe in this unique 

formula makes aloe activator an ideal addition to any skin care 

regimen. 

 612  130 ML. 

Targeted
results

229.43 SAR 65.26 SAR
*Inclusive of 15% VAT *Inclusive of 15% VAT

SKINCARE

14
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smoothing exfoliator 
Smooth, tone and texture without 

damaging your delicate skin with smoothing 

exfoliator. Bamboo, jojoba beads and fruit 

enzymes, including papain and bromelain, 

help to remove dead cells and rejuvenate 

and nourish skin. 

 559  60 ML 

balancing toner 
Refresh, rehydrate and balance your  

skin’s pH while minimizing the appearance 

of pores. Balancing toner provides a 

unique blend of aloe, seaweed extract 

and sodium hyaluronate to moisturize 

and soften, cucumber extract to help with 

texture and tone and white tea extract to 

support your skin against free radicals.

 560  130 ML 

awakening eye cream 
Hydrolyzed collagen, patented ingredients, 

natural botanicals and aloe combined with 

peptide technology improves and smooths 

the sensitive eye area to visibly reduce 

the appearance of lines, wrinkles and 

dark circles. Awakening eye cream also 

contains butylene glycol, shown to reduce the 

appearance of eye puffiness and dark circles.

 561  21 G 

Each of these targeted 
products was designed with 
a common skin concern in 
mind. Add these products 
to your skincare routine to 
make it uniquely yours. 

89.41 SAR 83.09 SAR

78.49 SAR

*Inclusive of 15% VAT *Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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for your 
skin

MASK POWDER
Combine with aloe activator to reveal clean and revitalized skin. After 

you apply the mask, you'll feel the wonder of it working. As it tightens, 

you’ll know it’s cleansing your pores. Albumen and corn starch help 

tighten, while kaolin absorbs excess oils. Allantoin and chamomile help 

condition and rejuvenate the skin so you feel refreshed when you wash 

it off.

 341  29 G.

FOREVER 
ALPHA-E FACTOR®

A rich elixir for dry skin that contains vitamins A, E and C for powerful 

antioxidant power. Featuring retinyl palmitate, this emollient fluid 

combats free radicals and dryness. Enhance elasticity, restore 

moisture and balance skin with a few drops of this skin saver.

 187  30 ML. 

146.91 SAR

94.01 SAR

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

SKINCARE

16
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R3 FACTOR® 
SKIN DEFENSE CREME

Retain. Restore. Renew. Alpha hydroxy acids, 

also called fruit acids, exfoliate and loosen dead 

skin cells by dissolving the natural glue-like 

substances that allow dead skin cells to cling 

to the surface for far too long. Old skin cells 

create a barrier, so getting rid of these allows 

the other ingredients, vitamin E, retinyl palmitate 

and soluble collagen to go to work on restoring 

skin’s moisture and renewing its appearance. 

This defense creme is like a personal bodyguard 

to your beauty. 

 069   56.7 G 

FOREVER EPIBLANC®

While you may not tell anyone your age, your 

skin might be telling on you. Uneven skin tone, 

dark spots and blemishes can make skin appear 

older than it really is. Improve the appearance of 

your complexion and even out your skin tone.  

Our 100% stabilized aloe vera gel is the natural 

base of this formula with vitamin E and natural 

botanicals, like rumex occidentalis extract - a 

plant native to the Pacific Northwest known for 

its skin evening properties.

 236  28.3 G 

FOREVER 
MARINE MASK®

Whether environmental stress, a long day, or 

weather has your face feeling drab and dry, 

reach for Forever Marine Mask®. Harnessing 

the sea’s most powerful ingredients like algae 

extract—which has rich bioactive compounds 

and sea kelp. We added further botanical 

conditioners like Aloe Vera, cucumber,  

rosemary and honey. 

 234  113 G 

USING THE  
BEST OF SCIENCE 
AND NATURE

SONYA®  
ALOE NOURISHING SERUM 
WITH WHITE TEA

This serum is so lightweight that it skates 

across your skin. Light as air, Sonya® Aloe 

Nourishing Serum helps seal in all of the 

benefits of aloe, white tea and Mimosa 

tenuiflora bark extract. Effortless to apply, this 

serum leaves a softness that lasts all day.

 281  118 ML 

RECOVERING NIGHT CREME®

While you sleep, this night crème goes to work. 
We have employed polysaccharides and strong 
humectants to form a barrier against moisture loss. 
A scientific blend of collagen and natural lipids, like 
Apricot Kernel Oil, help you wake up to skin that 
is youthful in its appearance—pliable, smooth and 
more taut.

 342 57 G.

100.05 SAR177.96 SAR

88.84 SAR

146.91 SAR

144.61 SAR

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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ALOE VERA GELLY
Aloe vera is a powerful plant that has been 

revered for centuries to aid in the soothing 

of minor skin irritations. Essentially identical 

to the inner leaf of the aloe vera plant, this 

100% stabilized aloe vera gel soothes and 

lubricates delicate skin. For temporary relief 

from minor skin irritations, this product is 

ideal for your bathroom as well as your 

first-aid kit. Once applied, you’ll be saying 

ahhh-loe vera because it feels that good. 

 061  118 ML 

ALOE MSM GEL
MSM is an organic sulfur compound-and 

the third highest mineral in our body. 

Combine that with pure, stabilized aloe 

vera, vitamin E and plant extracts and 

you have a soothing gel. Aloe MSM Gel 

includes rosemary leaf extract, a skin 

conditioning agent that draws water to the 

skin. Quick to be absorbed, this gel is easy 

to apply but hard to put down once you’ve 

felt its soothing relief.

 205 118 ML 

FOREVER ALOE SCRUB®

Unlike some scrubs that use sharp,  

harsh ingredients like crushed nuts, fruit pits 

or plastic microbeads we use microspheres 

of jojoba which roll over your skin gently. 

As they roll, they pick up dead skin cells 

clearing the way for fresh, newer skin below. 

Gentle enough for everyday use, this fine 

scrub helps remove debris that clogs pores 

and dulls skin's appearance.

 238  99 G 

ALOE PROPOLIS CREME
A well-loved, flagship product because  

it features our two prized ingredients:  

aloe vera and bee propolis. Bee propolis  

is a resinous substance bees use to fortify 

and protect their hive. More important than 

a hive is your skin, which needs protection 

and a natural barrier to help keep moisture 

in. One sniff of Aloe Propolis Creme and you 

can tell it’s filled with herbal and botanical 

ingredients like chamomile. This thick balm  

is also filled with vitamins A and E. 

 051   113 G 

ALOE MOISTURIZING LOTION
This thick, velvety lotion does more than 

just moisturize. It helps with skin’s overall 

feel and elasticity because of its collagen 

and elastin. This jack-of-all-trades lotion 

is versatile enough to apply to troubled 

spots, your entire body, or is even gentle 

enough to use on your face before applying 

makeup. Vitamin E, oils and chamomile 

extract all help replenish lost water and 

maintain your skin’s natural pH balance 

while keeping it silky, smooth and soft.

 063   118 ML 

ALOE HEAT LOTION
A perfect yin and yang, this soothing lotion 

has heating agents as well as cooling aloe 

vera gel. With a bright minty smell from 

menthol and eucalyptus, this pH-balanced 

ultra-rich lotion, that contains three oils, is 

excellent for a relaxing massage to set your 

mind and muscles at ease. Even though it’s 

quick to absorb, the tingling heat lingers 

long after the massage is over. 

 064 118 ML. 

66.70 SAR

66.70 SAR

107.53 SAR

69.86 SAR

88.26 SAR 66.70 SAR

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT *Inclusive of 15% VAT
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ALOE AVOCADO FACE & BODY 
SOAP
Avocados are a nutrient-dense fruit 

containing many beneficial ingredients, 

including vitamins A, C and E. The high 

fat content creates a rich base for our 

soap which helps dry skin feel smooth 

after cleansing. Pure aloe vera soothes, 

conditions and moisturizes for a soap 

that leaves your skin feeling healthy and 

renewed. Gentle enough for your face or 

your entire body, the freshly-picked citrus 

scent will help wake you up in the morning 

and the softness from Aloe Avocado Face & 

Body Soap will last all day long.

 284  142 G.

Essentialswithaloe

30.19 SAR

PERSONAL CARE

FOREVER ALOE LIPS® 
WITH JOJOBA

Talk about lip service—as in service to 

your lips! Made to serve your pout, this 

loaded lip product has aloe, jojoba and 

three types of wax to smooth and ease the 

discomfort of dry lips. This lasting lip care 

also includes myristyl myristate which is a 

skin conditioning emollient. Your lips will 

feel healthy and look show-off worthy.

 022   4.25 G. 

83.38 SAR 15.81 SAR

ALOE SUNSCREEN
Let it shine. Aloe Sunscreen lets you soak in 

the sun without harmful rays wreaking havoc 

on your skin. This water-resistant formula 

offers SPF 30 broad spectrum protection 

against UVA and UVB rays while locking 

in moisture with soothing inner leaf aloe. 

Powerful and gentle, Aloe Sunscreen will keep 

the whole family protected – wherever the 

adventure leads. 

 617  118 ML. 

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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ALOE-JOJOBA 
SHAMPOO
Instead of having to rely 

solely on man-made sudsing 

agents, our favorite ingredient, 

aloe, naturally supplies 

saponins which help create a 

gentle lather. Jojoba gives a 

keratinizing effect that brings 

out the hair’s natural colors and 

brilliance. These ingredients 

also remove even the clingiest 

oils while simultaneously 

hydrating your scalp. Now 

featuring Forever® Essential 

Oils Lavender so you’ll turn  

even more heads!

 521 296 ML 

ALOE-JOJOBA  
CONDITIONING RINSE
We've formulated to make it 

work synergistically with 

Aloe-Jojoba Shampoo. This 

complementary conditioning 

rinse is fortified with vitamin 

B5, macadamia, jojoba 

and Forever® Essential Oils 

Lavender which will give  

your hair extra shine and 

manageability. A pH-balanced 

formula, this conditioning rinse 

will coat your hair shaft to help 

eliminate split ends.

 522   296 ML 

ALOE HAND SOAP
Aloe Hand Soap provides a 

pleasant experience with each 

use. Formulated from pure 

100% stabilized aloe vera gel 

and natural cleansers, this 

paraben-free formula with 

gentle fruit extracts leaves your 

skin feeling soft and hydrated.

 523   473 ML 

ALOE EVER-SHIELD®

Made without the antiperspirant 

aluminum salts found in many 

other deodorants, this underarm 

protection glides on smoothly. 

Thanks to the high aloe content, 

this gentle deodorant can be 

applied directly after shaving or 

waxing without irritation.  

All day protection gives you the 

peace of mind you need to tackle 

your day head on. Aloe Ever-

Shield® offers a clean, pleasant 

scent that’s not overpowering.

 067   92.1 G 

78.20 SAR

78.20 SAR

32.20 SAR

75.90 SAR

Freshness
*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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FOREVER BRIGHT® TOOTHGEL
Great for children, vegetarians and well...everyone! This gentle, non-fluoride formula combines 

aloe vera, bee propolis, peppermint and spearmint for a natural tasting, teeth cleansing 

formula. Included in this formula, bee propolis, used to protect the hive, has shown promise in 

several dental studies to contribute to a healthy smile. The great flavor and clean feeling stays 

with you long after you’ve finished brushing. 

 028  130 G 

Freshness
Natural

34.21 SAR 
*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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25TH EDITION® PERFUME 
SPRAY FOR WOMEN

Leave behind a great impression and scent, thanks to this 25TH 

Edition® Perfume Spray for Women. This sweet yet light perfume 

comes from a complex blend of rose petals, star jasmine, white lily, 

magnolia and many plant extracts. Perfect for every day wear or for 

special occasions, this is the perfect touch to complement any look.

 208  50 ML. 

25TH EDITION® COLOGNE 
SPRAY FOR MEN

Masculine for men but appealing to women, this fresh and long 

lasting cologne employs herbaceous and woody notes of oakmoss 

and sandalwood. The perfect blend of musk with hints of fruit give 

it a rounded scent that is both alluring and refreshing. Powerful, but 

not too potent, this scent helps you feel confident whether you’re 

casual or dressed up.

 209  50 ML. 

195.79 SAR

195.79 SAR

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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FOREVER HAND SANITIZER® 
WITH ALOE & HONEY

It is estimated that up to 80% of all infections are transmitted 
by hands. One easy way to keep hands clean is by using 
our Forever Hand Sanitizer® that kills 99.99% of germs. A 
convenient, small size that fits in your gym bag or purse, 
this germ killer also leaves your hands hydrated thanks to 
stabilized aloe vera gel and hydrating honey.

 318 59ML 

FOREVER ALOE MPD® 
2X ULTRA
This unassuming bottle is quite the multi-tasker. Its versatile 
cleaning power can tackle your laundry, floors, bathrooms, 
tile, carpet and dishes. The highly concentrated formula often 
only takes a few drops to get the job done. Phosphorus-free 
and biodegradable.

 307 946ML. 

107.81 SAR
19.26 SAR

ALOE FIRST®

The Mayo Clinic suggests applying aloe vera gel to minor burns and 
we couldn’t agree more. This first-aid kit essential not only has aloe 
vera, but bee propolis and eleven exclusive plant extracts to help 
soothe minor burns, sunburns, minor cuts and scrapes. The pH-
balancing mist is a delicate way to apply without needing to rub or 
touch sensitive skin.

 040 473ML. 

88.26 SAR

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT

*Inclusive of 15% VAT
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®

Ensuring the  
highest quality.
We are the largest grower and manufacturer of aloe vera and aloe vera products 
in the world. Our aloe vera products were the first to receive the International 
Aloe Science Council’s Seal of  Approval for Aloe content and purity. Many of the 
products also feature the Kosher and Halal Seal of Approval. Forever does not test 
its products on animals.
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